
Members of the College Community 
St. John's College 
Annapolis ca~us 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

September 14, 1981 

The lecturer Friday, Homecoming Weekend, will be Mr. David Vona '67. 
He will deliver the first of the annual Edward Cochran ( • 44) Memorial Lectures, 
lectures sponsored by alumni and friends of St. John's college and to be 
delivered by an alumnus on a topic having to do with contemporary developments 
in science. 

Vona is presently associated with the Department of Astrophysical 
Science at Princeton University, having previously taught physics, astronomy, 
history and philosophy of science at Fordham University. He is an authority 
on realistic large scale nuclear structure calculations in many-body quantum 
theory. 

Vona writes : 

I intend to speak about the fr&~ework of general relativistic 
cosmology, a fundamental problem associated with that framework, namely 
our present understanding of the large scale structure of the universe, 
and the work my colleagues and I are doing on peculiar galaxies and 
exploding galaxies. . So perhaps we should simply call the lecture 
"On Contemporary General Relativistic Cosrrology". 

yours, 

Edward G. Sparrow 
Dean 
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- Vice Admiral Stockdale is presently being nominated to 
the Board of Visitors and Governors of our school. 

Vice Admiral Stockdale served for more than 
of regular those 

aboard aircraft carriers. 
Vietnam, he was the senior naval 
years-tortured fifteen in 
confinement 



ACTIVITIES 

Evita--The National Theatre in 
Washington, limited Oct. run, 
7:00pm, inro.,(202)-628-3393 

Othello--The Mechanic Theatre in 
.·Baltimore, Sept. 29-0c t.;, · 1"7, 8: 00 
pm, info., ()01}-752~1401 
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MONDAY-FRIDAY. 4-6 PM 

ANY DRINK ON THE BAR 
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BAR SERVICE 
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VINHJG iWOM 

AFTER SEMI~ARS 
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ientative Weekend Trip ~chedule 

~ept. 27, ~un. Anne Arundel Gounty 
Fair ~rip Leader : ~Bruce Dempster 
Get. 4 1 0un. Assateague .tsland 
~ational 0eashore Trip Leader:· 
Mark. Jaehnig 
uct. l0,.0at. N~w ~arollton 0tation 
trip Leader: Bruce uempster 
uet 16-19 Long Weekend M9n6ngahela 
National r'orest Trip Le.ader: 
Andy White · 
uct. 24, ~at. New Carollton 0tation 
J.rip Leader: Bruce LJemps t'er 
Oct 25 0un. Chincoteagu~ Island 
~rip Leader: Johnny ~cia~o 
Oct. 3 , ~at. Miles Davis Goncert 
~rip Leader: Hugh Mappin 
Nov. 7 ~at Hlackwater wildlife 
hefuge Leader: Johnny ~ciavo 
Nov. 14 ~ New Garollton ~tatiori 
Leader· nr~ce Dempster 

Dec. 
Trip 

Shenandoah N ona~ rark 
0 aehnig 
ving 
Trip Leader: 

New Carollton 
Bruce Dempster 

Announcement: 

~he Hed Cross will offer a 
brief course for free, in Gardiac
~ulmonary Hesuscitation for any mem
bers of the College community who 
are interested. Although ~•ve · 
never taken the course myself, ~ 
understand that it involves tech-
ni es used to revive victims of 
heart attacks and seizures. Also 
included in the course are a couple 
of maneuvers to be used for treat
ment of choking \Which, apparent , 
can lead the need for vPR if it 
is serious enough). 

Anyone interested in this 
?Qurse lit probably be divided 
in to .two 3."""nqµ;r. , .. session.s on .0a tur
day~s)',;.·· sho\£:fa>·'slgn up on the lists 
in:the Goffee 0ho~ or on the bullet
~~·board by the Dining ttall. 

-Andy White, 1 82 

•s lecture was the first in a 
ies annual lectures on modern science. 
lectures in this series are to introduce 

temporary thought and developments in sci
oe to tbe college community. As such, this 

j s a stimulating and releva.n t addition 
St. Jobn 1 S scientific curriculum as it is 
basis not only of classical mechanics but 

contemporary subatomic physics. 
reaction of many in the midience 

Vona s lecture must have been that 
St. John's College for a meet

.American Association of Physicists. 
the words 0 contemporary 11 and 11gen

Vona• s title 19 0n Contemporary 
ivistic Cosmology coupled with 

as an authority on relativis~ 
scale nuclear structure caJ cula.

the audience into believing 
Vona would adumbrate his work and 

would speak about its contemporary 
ge the framework of the future of 

trophysics. 
.Prof. Vona's lecture lacked neither momen

nor impact. One f 01.Uld oneself constant
marvel ing at Prof. Vona's accelerating, 
ysyllabic vocabula.r:y, at the multiol 

ews 

the 1930'.s when America needed 
to smile about movie l.nichultrv 

a paper due£H 

sadness of 
·r1im -

some 
way to 

rid of your, 

of his slides, and at de-
tailed graphs. Within the span of an hour 
Prof. Vona was able to survey--with astoun
ding mathematic al. 
of four hundred yea.rs of :physics. At fast 
even the educated l~an with a rudimentary 
knowledge of the relativity and quan'ttµn the
ories, found. unable to adeqtl&tely un
derstand the importance of the Doppl~ effect 
and the observed Redshift pattern in P.ref. 
Vona 9 s present work in relativistic cosmolo-gy. 

ln the QfxA Vona. gave three rea.-
sons why he had chosen to 
he did. As the first of a new series of 
tures, he wanted to start out with a "big 
bang" and an overview of 
he wanted us for the 
in this he exore~se1ed 
view that the 
often become the 

can 

'lbus he would rather address and -.u .. , ......... 1.<='.1..U<.v 

our very best than to popu-
larize and it .. 

Vona claimed that he was un-
aware that the of the audience 
did not, the,faintest idea 
what the laws said , 

l!'or those among us 
taste for suspense coupled a 
bit of good solid ~nglish sports
manship won t want to miss Sleuth 
starting on 0at Oct 3 at 8·00 
and 0un411, vet. 4 at 3 :00 pm in !'bl\. 
Auditorium 

l his film- made in 1972 and 
directed by uOSeph L nanki cz
was adapted from the very success
ful stage play by anthony uhaffer~ 

Laurence vlivier takes on 
t'1ichael Gaine \Ulivier s fe's 
lover; for a bit of sport and games 
to find that Gaine is a most worthy 
·adversary. 

This is what critic vincent 
Lanby had to say about it; "Sleuth 
is not a whodunit, but a whodunwhat, 
and a gr~at deal of fun@ 'l'O witness 
ulivier at work is t~ behold a one-

. man revue of theatri3;:;a<l excesses
all marvelous. 1' I ·"agr·e·e. whole-
heartedl • , · 
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DO FALLING BODIES ACCELERATE lN ~FOPORTION TO THE DISTANCES TRAV£RSELJ? 

CONCERNING A RECEN~~y 

. . . it is as though we have been led by "Lb~ ho.ncl to the irivesti, .. 
gation of na"'::.tir?_lly ·accelerated motion by con::..:..~eration of the 
custom and procedn,,..E:: of nature herself in all her ot.L ~"1:' works, 
in the perform2m~~ of which she habitually employs the firs~, 
simplest_. and 2a..;ic~·:.: means. 

So writes the ".7'~J:hor" ,(_Galileo) of the Latin treatise which Salviati. r.;;-;;,_d< 

to his two corh<par, ions 0:. the third day of their discussions (Two New Seif::!' .:::.:.=s, 

197) .1 The belief, or ?11ticipation, that nature will follow "the simplc~t . ·. · 
and most ":."J:l·<le.nt rule" i~ then applied to the case of a stone "falling f:, uit,' 

res-I: c.t. Sio·m~ Seight": i!"'. this naturally accelerated motion, how are new . 
incren12n{-:s -cf· speed_ aC:K_T .. :ireC: by the falling body? 

... we can perceive the i:r.c..;--eise of swiftness to be made simply, 
concei v:>1g menta}ly th cit this motion is uniformly and continually 
acCP.l2ru.ted in tl".2 same way whenever, in any equal times, equal 
additL:ms of Ewiftness are added on. (198) 

':'he increas~s in speec of a free-falling body are in direct and simpl~ pro
portion to Lh~ times elapsed. However, Sagredo protests shortly therea~ter 
that unifor,'1 cmd equable acceleration might be defined with equal simpLi_c_;_ ty 
and perhaps <:)Z-1:::0.+:er cl throuqh ar1other proportion "in which the speecl 
goes increa:Jing according to the increase of space traversed. (203) V~•:i -::::h 

of the alts:rnati ve definitions of i..:;_;-.ifo 1:m a.c::cl.erab.0r. applies tn natur.:illy 
accelerate~i motions, such as those of the :falling st.0~1<:::? Sal via:.:.i o::: f_l~rs 
an argument ~203··4) designed to show t.ha.t i~i: is botb "false ano. ir..possiL1t:" 
that bodies wbethe:>r real or conceived ..:an fall frrnr. a state oi i:Gst i .. 1 

such a way '.:hat their ~;peeds incn~ase in simple proportion to the <listan~~es 
traversed. ruus simple proportionality with elapsed tine ::i_3 the sin:ple·J ~ 

possible rulf::. 
As Jl!uiors have already discovered, Salvia.ti's "proof" raises diffic;iLt 

questions reg~rding the ways in which uniformly accelerated motions can t.~ 
analyzed inco or reconstructed out of instantaneous velocities. Indeed, 
most Galile·'.) sc::olars have rejected the argument as unsound. A notable ex· 
ception is Stillman Drake, who has written extensively on Galileo and giv'<.'.\ 
several lecture~ on him at St. John's College.2 I confess that I don't 
understand Dr a~~<:: 1 s 0efence of Salviati 's argument (which I by no me<ms mis-

take for an inc. ;,_._~ation of its deficiency) . My concern here, however, i":> 

with '~h,1~'8 scJ10la1:-s c1ho rejecting Salvia.ti's argument, maintain that a.n 
aG.eqti.:J.r~a refui:at:.Lon of Sagredo s suggestion of a speed/distance proporti.ur.·· 
ali ty was r.ot wi ·thi!l Galileo's reach and had to await the development.,. o~ i:_he 
calculus. 3 ':'h9 r•~cent discovery of a fragment of Aristotle Is lost n [ p 1

- <W':A

SaoEW<:; '!a~ }taTaCt~OlW<:; (On Going Up and Coming Down) has reduced such cl.: .urtS 

to naught. Instead, we find that Sagredo s alternative can be refuted b)· 

methods v.7hich were f ar,iliar to Zeno but which are free of those controvel >s aJ 

moves to 'A-'li i ch 1\ristotle t"ok exception in his Physics. 

1. Translated by Stillman Drake (U. of Wisconsin Press, 1974). References 
are to the Favaro pagination, given on the margins of Drake's translation. 

2. Galileo Studies, pp. 232-7 (U. of Michigan Press, 1970). 

3. See, for example, MW Clavelin '· The Natural Philosophy of Galileo, trans. 
A. J. Pomerans (MIT :?rl$ss, 1974), p. 288 f. and note 26. 

The survives in Arabic What follOW'~ is a translation which 
my modest command of that language has allowed me to piece out. Readers 
of a philological bent may find further information about the text and its 
discovery in the note which follOW's the translation. But now for the text 

itself . 

Furthermore he [Parmeniskos?] asserts that the speeds of ascending 
or descending bodies will decrease or increase with the distances 
traversed. Thus, if a body hurled upward with unit speed reaches 
a height of one unit before coming to rest and commencing its down
ward fall, [he would have it that] the speed of the body's ascent 
be diminished in proportion to the decrease in its distance from 
the place of [momentary] rest. If a body be thrown upwards from A 
and come to rest at C it must rise through AB, which is half of AC; 
then through BB', which is half of BC then through B 1 B11 which is 
half of BC; and so on.4 According to [his] argument the body 
starting from A with unit speed will [continuously] decrease in 
speed so as to move at one-half unit speed through B at one-quarter 
unit speed through B at one-eighth unit speed through B11 and so on. 

But that this cannot be is easily seen. Let the 
leave the hand of the thrower with a speed of one rod 
per second 5 and let it rise to a height of one rod 
before returning downwards. Were it to traverse the 
half-distance at the constant speed of one rod per se
cond it would reach the point B in one-half of a second. 
Howeve because its speed undergoes continuous diminu
tion it will rise to B in a time greater than one-half 
of a second. 

The body will now leave B with a speed of one-half unit 
and rise to B Were it to traverse the quarter distance 
BB with a constant one-half unit speed it would reach 
the point B in one-half of a second after pa~~ 
B. However since its speed continues to undt:Lgo diminu
tion the time required for its ascent from B to B will 
be greater than one-half of a second. 

Similarly, the body 
speed,will (because 
traverse the 
one-half of a second. 

B with one-quarter unit 
continues to diminish) 

unit distance B B" in more than 
And so on. 

But the distance AC aclmits of successive divisions into 
halves , eighths sixteenths and so on indefin
itely and through each of these divisions the 11 
successively rise in times which exceed one-half of a 
second. It follows that a 
according to [his] claim continue to rise inde 
never come to rest and hence never begin its descent. 

4. I have adopted the modern device of adding primes and double-primes 
to letters for the convenience of the English~speaking reader who 
might find the intricacies of the Arabic alphabet confusing. 

5 · The English unit of a 11 rod" (= 16 1/2 feet) is a reasonable 

c 

A 

tion to the Arabic kebab (not to be confused with a kebab), which is 
generally reckoned to be equal to 18 feet (cf. Averroes Kitab al-kebab 

passim). I rather cavalierly render muskhrat as "second" 
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The same difficulties attend [his] claim that bodies falling from 
rest increase their speeds in proportion to the distances traversed. 
Let a body fall from rest at C to A, having acquired a speed of one 
unit upon reaching A. Had it traversed the half-distance BA with a 
constant speed of one unit, it would have moved from B to A in one
half of a second. However, because it moved from B to A with speeds 
less than unit speed, it required more than one-half of a second to 
move from B to A. Similarly, the body moved from B' to B and from 
B" to B' in times exceeding one-half of a second. But the body will 
have had to pass through a boundless number of such distances. Hence, 
it cannot fall from rest at C to some place A within any [finite] time. 

A philological note. For centuries it has been well known that the extant 
writings of Aristotle represent a mere fraction of his works. Yet, until 
recently, the traditional co:rpus has been enlarged only by the Constitution 
of Athens and a few reconstructed fragments (most notably, the Protreptikos). 
Even so scholars have long been alert to .the possibility that some of 
the lost works might have survived, albeit in translation, in the unsorted 
treasuries of the libraries of the Middle-East. In the 1950's an inter
national cadre of scholars assembled at Cairo to catalog the host of 
manuscripts which had lain neglected for centuries. The enterprise was 
brought to an abrupt halt when it ,was found that the library stacks had 
become a home for a considerable number of cobras. The discovery of these 
"scaly watchdogs" (as Aeschylus so aptly puts it) and the appearance of 
a new Menander manuscript, the Dyskalos distracted scholarly attention 
away from this most worthy project. 

And so things might have remained unto this day, had it not been for the 
intervention of the classicist, Gottlob Pflensk. Pflensk's name had 
already become a shibboleth among European scholars with the publication 
in 1967 of his magisterial Die Radischbuggerei bei Aristophanes, a.work 
which will undoubtedly endure as the terminus a quo of any future inves
tigations in that area. Pflensk hit upon the happy contrivance of seal
ing off the library rooms and filling them one by one with laughing gas. 
Wearing an adapted aqualung, he was then able to inspect the contents 
of the stacks, unmolested by their slumbering guardians6. Among his 
finds was a scroll containing a complete text and several fragments 
of texts which were clearly of Hellenic or early Hellenistic origin. It 
remained for the classicist and musicologist Eugen Zauberman to demonstrate 
conclusively that the principal text was none other than Aristotle's 
IlEpC µouo~xn~.7 The accompanying fragments are almost universally attri
buted to the Stagirite himself.8 Among them is the text I have translated 
above. 

Robert Williamson 

6. For a lively and detailed account of Pflensk's researches, see his 
"ANIMAL RISIBILE? Uber ein sogennantes proprium des Menschentums", 
HERMES, 1974, pp. 234-76. 

7. Wagners Coitus-interruptusleitmotiv und andere Aufsatze (Bern, 1976), 
pp. 126-41. 

8. S. Benardete's doubts as to the authenticity of the text were based on 
the recently discredited Vatican MS GR. 2181. 
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We also need a 
ma.1tia<lfer" ~ and if you. ' re 

~,,.,,,,., ..... .,...to do 

Community 

and Gentlemen, 

The lecturer Friday, October 2, 1981 
Tutor, St. John's College. 

The title of Mr. Sachs' lecture is 
Readifrg of the Aeneid". 

Sincerely yours, 

~ 
Edward G. Sparrow 
Dean. 

usicians;! 

Noi~emaker6/ 

ca~sette 

s 
ii-

Writers, Artists, Photographers, 
Go-fers and Nice People: 

We Need You! 
The St. John's Yearbook, a tradition 
revived, is under way. All it needs 
is a staff. If you would like to 
lend a hand, or are in any other 
way interested, there will be meet
ing on Wednesday, September 27, at 
7:00 p.m. (whereabouts to be posted 
in the coffee -shop). Any questions? 
Contact Thi~ Keppel or Tracy Mendham. 

' nv .srtcvLb Wl'IE:. So ... oT~ ~t.> 
!>Efl.J T6 1.b ~ T'tUS t'ibW "'~ 
~U~M6 ~~ 
l'M ff 

Members of the College Community 
Annapolis Campus 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

L~st there be any residual 
misunderstanding, let it be clearly 
known that the Winter Vacation will 
begin on Friday, December 11 and end 
on Sunday, January 3. 

Sincerely yours, 

Edward G. Sparrow 
Dean 

G® rx~co anD nSf~D Hooks e'.P 
hiS"COR)!:. Li"CtLR.OCCJR..e-, Fine 
Oi::t."t:S, Scier.2ce) philosopby 

G:!) One Block r::f\.om Campus ~ 

. 3,l ITTaR.ylaod Ovenue-
268- 1440 

GGl€5 - C:::I? UA-5 , 10 - 8 pm 
FR.i - Sot$ 10- 6 pm 
5ur26oy 9-4 
Close~ monbay 



one. His task 
was much easier 

He did 

indifferent 
...... ,~~.i..un of a fine !'U~bin\1,8.V 

...... ,.1.~11;;;n that makes it 
Few kinds of work 

ref'lecticm.a on 
no would ne.cea-

l'M!!ti ther external nor intern.al 
In a ~rm:nnmt 
the difficulty 

~rernmemt to control the 
control itself. 

ca1pa1ue of nee as well as 

·i. .............. 111~""";'1;1 next week) 
William &"JWL • .1..11.'1:::'41 
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*WEEKLY CALENDAR* 

Monday, September 28 - Sunday, October 4, 1981 

Tuesday, Sept. 29 
4:00-6:00 
4:15-5:15 
7:00 p.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 

Wednesday, Sept. 30 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:15 p.m. 

Thursdav, Oct. 1 
2:15 p.m. 

Friday, Oct. 2 

8: 15 p.m. 

11: 15 p.m. 

Saturdav, Oct. 3 
9:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 

4:00-sundown 
8:15 p.m. 

Sunday, Oct. 4 

Faculty Study Group - Mr Zeiderman 
Study Group - Mr. Raphael 

Class 
New Testament Class - J. W Smith 
Delegate Council Meeting 

Small Chorus - Mr Zuckerman 
Ceramics Class 
Figure Drawing Class 

Council meeting with Deans 
and Treasurer 

Meeting of the Board of Visitors and 
Governors 

Lecture: A Reading of the "Aeneid" 
Joe Sachs, St. John's Tutor, Annapolis 

Film: Howard Hawks's Bringing Up Baby 
Cary Grant, Katherine Hepburn 1938 

Meeting of the Board of Visitors and Governors 
Sculpture Class 
trip to National Gallery in Wash~, D. C. 
Oktoberfest 
Film Joseph L. Mankiewicz s Sleuth 

Laurence Olivier, Michael Caine 1972 

raindate for Oktoberfest 

McDowell 24 
Conversation Room 
Mell.on 207 
McDowell 36 
Mc.Dowell 21 

Great Hall 
Mellon 207 
Mellon 207 

McDowell 23 

FSK Auditorium 

FSK Auditorium 

Mellon 207 
Gym park:lng lot 
Quadrangle 
FSK Auditorium 

3:00 p.m Film Joseph L Mankiewicz's Sleuth FSK Auditorium 
Laurence Olivier, Michael Caine 1972 

EXHIBIT: Prints by Pete~ Milton: graphic works of landscapes by 
a contemporary master, circulated under the International 
Exhibition Foundation. thru October 12 

ART GALLERY HOURS 

Daily 1-6 p.m. 
Friday 7-8 p.m. 

by Bryce Jacobsen 

Tennis ...... anyone? All who are interested 
i"n playing in our annual tournaments must 
sign up(in the basement of McDowell) by 
this Wednesday, Sept. 30. You might win 
some "blazer" points .. 

More Locker News(Final Notice): If you ----- ~~ 
want to keep the locker that you had last 

, you must pay the fee by this Friday, 
Oct .. 2. Otherwise, you will be evicted! 

an errant 
the s 

got it 
the half, 
pen field 
Mr .. 
who 
off to Mr. 

-14, Greenwaves-7. The 
first when Mr. Ertle stole 

Greenwave pass and down 
for a T.D.. The Waves final

all together on the last of 
when Mr .. Leizman did a little o-

' then off to 
who passed off to Mr. 
off to 

t who a were! 
Then, rather late in the second half, 

Mr .. Holland connected with Mr .. Kennel 
for the final T.D. 

The Waves, riding the crest of a one 
game streak, were 

back to reali this loss.. The 
Spartans behaved themselves rather compe
tently, unlike the Druids in their first 
game.. Still, the game was a close one, 
and could have ended in a Greenwave win, 
but for a few mistakes .. 

s .. 23 .. 
the Hustlers are 
two victories, but aren't 

is tent 
out this win over the Druids, who 

still are for that first 
But the Druids as 

very much better.. In fact, 
could have won.. Bu 
p where four or five 

the ball ruined the Druid 

.... Greenwaves-12, Guardians-a. 
this year are def ini compe-

, with two wins now and one loas .. 
are able to move the ball 

so far, never the 

, they knockin& ~u 
completed'a pass.to the; yard 
Mr. Cress:weU caught it! He ram 

for a while, then passed to Mr. -,Keith, who 
quickly tossed to Mr .. Leizman, which was 
very good thinking. He outran everybody 
to score·. This 99~ yard T .. D. from an in
terception has got to be a new SJ record. 

Later Mr .. Leizman passed to Mr. Bower
find for the second T.,D .. 

Soccer ...... Sept .. 26 

Spartans-4, Druids-3.. Lots of scoring in 
·this game ...... and a most exci finish .. 
The S scored first when Mr. Bai 
booted in a nice center from Mr. 
Then Mr,._ outhus led the Druid 
fullbacks and scored.. But kick 

Mr .. Sorenson 
Bauer tied it up. 

In the fourth 
the S 

a clos 
Weins 
twice, once on a pena 

a from Mr .. 

Mr. 
des

of a Druid full
goali 

·l.. The 
r soccer season with 

the Guardians. Mr .. 
Leizman scored 

Looks like the Waves have also them
Mc-solid 

_game 

-3 Hustlers-1.. Well 
out-hustled Hustlers that!· 

LEAGUE STANDINGS: 

W L Pts w 

Druids 
Guardians 0 

THIS WEEK'S 

0 6 Waves 1 
0 3 Hustlers 1 0 

l l 
2 2 Guardians 1 1 
2 2 Druids 0 2 

SCHEDULE: 

4:15 Guardians-Druids 
• 2:45 Hustlers-Spartans 

Mon. 4:15 Greenwaves-Hustlers 

t. 1:30 Spartans-Guardians 
3:00 Greenwaves-Hustlers 
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